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Abstract

This chapter focuses on the development of a practice led research project that extends my ongoing exploration of design methods for clothing in performance at the intersection of fashion and performance practices. It responds to the fact that costume design and specifically costume design for contemporary dance is often applied to a specific choreography as opposed to being central to the development of the performance and communication itself.
By investigating the relationship between visuality and physicality in fashion and dance it points towards developed experiential and embodied methods of designing clothing for dance. The research focus on the idea of symbiotic development of clothing design and choreography in response to interpreted meaning drawn from a painting A Detail from The Tempest by Peder Balke, about 1862 in the National Gallery London. The methodology explores the idea of drawing and sketching physically with the body and cloth to inform the design and production of clothing centered physical performance and a short film. 
This practice led design process simultaneously develops design and movement in a responsive dialogue between designer and dancer within the gallery and in response to the painting’s inherent themes, emotional and visual narratives. The work addresses the role of narrative in design and performance, seeking to extend a dynamic, felt and experiential engagement with clothing as opposed to a particular visual or linear narrative. Through the designer and dancers experiential understanding of the body and clothing in and through movement, it exposes how clothing can be implicit in the conceptualisation, development and communication process.
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1. Costuming Dance or Costume for Dance?
Costume for performance tends to be applied to the narrative and direction and as a means of extending the semiotic communication with audiences, becoming part of the overall visual narrative and scenography. In other words the visuality and symbolism of dress is often favoured above the experiential and embodied aspects. There is however a growing body of research that suggests costume has the potential to contribute to scenography and performance in a far more integrated or meaningful way. This is illustrated in a growing number of symposiums, conferences and exhibitions on the subject of costume.​[1]​  I have previously argued that clothing can ‘become performance in its own right through its relationship to the body.’​[2]​  In this chapter I focus specifically on contemporary dance costume, which has different priorities and design practices to other types of clothing design for performance. The form of dance costume has seldom been significantly challenged, tending to be body conscious and produced in stretch fabrics, which enable extreme movement and follow the line of the body. 
	Clothing in contemporary dance prioritises physicality by following or exposing the choreography, however dance as both a physical and visual performance genre, holds great potential for costume design. Unlike costume for theatre and film there is tendency to avoid semiotic signification in clothing design and visual communication is played down focusing on colour, rhythm and line in body conscious garments. Whilst this can visually enhance the dance, the form, ergonomic, kinaesthetic and embodied potential of clothing, including its ability to communicate in and through motion and lived experience is often unexplored. Innovative developments in costume for dance appear to be restricted by the prioritisation of physicality and the choreography. The focus on purity of movement and the skills of the dancer are uppermost and as such costume design is placed in a subservient position, seeking not to distract from the visuality and physicality of the movement in its purest form. Dance costume is invariably introduced to the choreography after its development. As such, costume can be understood as being applied to dance and to the overall design as opposed to contributing to or being central to the development of the performance itself. 
There are notable historical precedents of choreographers themselves challenging prevailing approaches in costume design for dance.  Martha Graham and Lois Fuller,​[3]​ Alwin Nikolias and Oskar Schlemmer have all employed garments and materials seeking to extend or challenge the dance itself through costume and I will come back to some of these examples. Interestingly examples of costume designers working with dance in this way are fewer in number. Costume designer Stevie Stewart is a good example and regularly collaborates with Michael Clarke, in performances such as Th.,4 where costume integrates into the performance effortlessly through a site responsive aesthetic. Here the unitards were graphically segmented in contrasting black and silver to echo the dramatic lighting design and integrating the body with the site of the Tate Turbine Hall and as dancers moved onto the upper walkway their bodies were revealed and concealed in the architecture through the contrast of light and dark in the costume.  This approach can still be seen to focus on aesthetic and visuality as opposed to experiential aspects of dress or developed forms of clothing in dance.  Costume and fashion designer Kie Ito on the other hand has designed more challenging and complex garments for choreographers Yolande Snaith and Akram Khan where her costume has become central to the choreography as an integrated collaborative aspect of performance making 5. 
	It is often collaborations with other disciplines such as technology, fashion (which I discuss in more depth in the next section) and art that engage with clothing the communicating body in dance on a more experiential and conceptual level. The artist Caroline Brodhead’s work in performances such as The Waiting Game 6 demonstrates this where the costume becomes set and a site for interaction between bodies and cloth. Dutch textile artist Maria Blaisse works more directly with the potential of materials in movement creating forms that interact with dancers bodies developing performance in this relationship.7 The extended potential of the designer/artist and the affect of their creative outputs on the dance can also be seen in collaborations between choreographers such as Merce Cunningham8 and Akram Khan9 with visual artists and technology specialists where the collaboration can take the dance to a new level through shared development of the work itself. Despite these innovative explorations costume design for contemporary dance has not developed at the pace one would expect for a contemporary art form. This is perhaps surprising as contemporary dance is not restricted by a specific character, text or narrative, which would seem to open the doors for interdisciplinary dialogue. 
Whilst some collaborations have extended both design and performance approaches, the collaborative process does not always engage all participants in the development of the work. Budget and time constraints clearly also have an impact. However one of the biggest restrictions from my perspective is the hierarchical structure in the production of contemporary dance, where the choreographer’s vision is the primary driver.10 The fact that costume is so often applied to dance curtails opportunities for collaboration and development of new methods, forms and approaches. Helene Markstein terms this as ‘a tack on costume’11 Judith Mackrell also identifies that the performance will often ‘have been concluded before the dancer steps onto the stage and encounters the scenographic elements for the first time in a dress rehearsal’.12 This can be seen to render the costume inactive in the interchange between body and movement.
	Perhaps not surprisingly choreographers and dance critics can be wary of costume in contemporary dance. This perspective is illustrated in Mackrell’s comments that ‘a designer will have created sets and costumes’ to ‘decorate the movement’ or to ‘enhance its drama’13 which suggests at best that costumes role is as a supporting visual aspect of the dance. Makrell discusses the ‘formidable (and not always intentional) effect on how the work is seen’.14 This focus on the visual arguably disembodies the costume and suggests that it is an appendage or visual layer applied to the dance. She builds on this by saying that ‘Drab outfits… depress a work’s spirits… glitzy costumes …can irritatingly constrict the dancers’ she even refers to ‘badly assembled designs.. making audiences jumpy’.15 This focus on both the visual and physical interference of costume reflects the often disjointed relationship between dance and scenography. 
	Markstein, like myself, challenges production methodologies and her research aims to bridge this divide by bringing ‘choreographic practice to the scenographic interface’16 seeking to craft ‘a performance as a visual whole’.17 Through her research she extends the potential of the visual in dance making by beginning the ‘choreographic process with visual stimuli’.18 This chimes with my own previous research that employed a methodology where clothing was discussed as scenography in its own right and became ‘an instigator of performance through design’.19 Markstein extends this idea from the perspective of the choreographer in relation to the broader scenographic elements in dance making. By helping choreographers and dancers to develop ‘de:sign eyes’20 she affords choreographers control of the visuality of their work. My own research in this current project focuses on the relationship between dancer and clothing designer and whilst the visual is implicit in the process it specifically explores potential for generating performance and clothing simultaneously through the experiencing body.  

3 Visuality and Physicality: Fashion and Dance
Fashion design and dance have a connectivity and mutual collaborative benefit as well as a synergy throughout history, as Tony Elwood and David McAllister say ‘dancers have influenced designers and designers have dressed dance’. 21 Here I am particularly interested in fashion designers working with dance and shifts from a visual or aesthetic focus to a physical and dynamic affect through clothing design for dance. Mackrell identifies that it’s been common for designers to dress dancers in contemporary style’22 as evidenced in seventeenth century court ballets that ‘functioned as catwalks for nobility’23 Here the stage can be seen as a promotional platform for fashion and there has been a resurgence of this approach in recent times. Dance also reflects social change in dress and the aesthetics of fashion have influenced dance, as well as dance influencing fashion. This can be seen in the nineteenth century where fashions of the time were mirrored in ballet dress24 as well as in the highly aesthetic costumes of Leon Bakst for Diaghilev’s Ballet Russe that in turn inspired couturier Paul Poiret25 or in Coco Chanel’s beachwear for Nijinskka’s Le Train Bleau (1924), and more recently through the influence of subcultural dress in Michael Clarke’s performances26 where he has worn punk, new romantic and club wear as well as the seminal designs of Body Map. Contemporary examples of fashion and dance collaborations are growing and some are pushing the aesthetic and design of dance costume to heightened levels.  Victor and Rolf’s highly theatrical costume for Richard Wilson’s Lips and Dancers and Space for the Nederlands Dans Theatre III is a good example, where a characterisation and a semiotic approach is employed whilst simultaneously incorporating visuals from their fashion collections.
Costume has not only been employed on a semiotic and visual level but has also been used to exaggerate, alter or draw attention to the physicality of a dancer’s body. Here we can consider the nineteenth century tutu that ‘exaggerated the turned out line of the limbs and provided a frame around the dancer’s hips and upper thighs- the source of all her steps’.27 However possibly one of the most obvious examples of clothing altering physically the response of the body is in Oskar Schlemmers Triadic Ballet (1922) where the body is controlled by costume and is transformed into a kinetic sculpture. This indicates an attention to dress in relationship to physical movement that is extended in modern and post-modern dance where dancers such as Graham, Duncan and Fuller began to develop their use of clothing and indeed to construct their own clothing to draw attention to or to develop particular movements. Later in this chapter I will return to some of these artists and more contemporary examples from fashion design, such as Rei Kawakubo and Issey Miyake, who have begun to extend the physical potential of clothing in dance.  
It is however the introduction of Lycra leotards, tights and unitards in the 1960s and 70s and the 1980s sports wear fashions that can be seen to have had the most significant impact on contemporary dance costume. These garments allow for ‘maximum freedom’28 of movement they have become the preferred mode of dressing dance, functioning as a ‘second skin’.29 The focus on exposing the body and its pure physicality has perhaps liberated dancers’ bodies, however it has arguably contributed to a disconnect between more experimental forms of costume and the dance itself. Whilst there have been challenges to this prevailing mode of dress in dance they have tended to come from artists and fashion designers as opposed to costume designers. 
Over the past decade we have seen a heightened interest in the relationship between fashion and dance in exhibitions such as Ballet and Fashion at the National Gallery Victoria, Australia 2013 and Fashion and Diaghilev & the Ballet Russe at the V&A, London 2010/11.  A growing number of fashion design and dance collaborations have emerged30 that would appear to offer fruitful and developed outcomes for both disciplines. These have started to move costume for dance forward in a few specific cases whilst in others clothing can be seen to be applied to the dance and can appear as an easy visual overlay or as a distraction from the movement. Much of this lack of synchronicity or integration can be attributed to a lack of true collaboration. At their worst these collaborations have been forged not for creative endeavour but as a means of extending audiences or as brand promotion for either the designer or dance company. 
There are notable exceptions that in different ways begin to demonstrate the potential of clothing in contemporary dance. Jean Paul Gaultier’s costumes for many of Regine Chopinot's ballets demonstrate innovation and a challenge to body conscious design, particularly his design for Le Defile31 where the costume makes a strong aesthetic contribution but also embraces character interpretation, semiotic and visual narrative. Here the costumes begin to contribute to the physicality and movement of the dancers aiding, masking or altering their movement. Walter Van Beirendonk’s costumes for Not Strictly Rubens32 were inspired by Rubens’ paintings and also became central to the scenography visually, challenging the proportions and natural movement of the body. These costumes could be seen as an addition to the body and the dance as opposed to informed by the body.  The garments conveyed semiotic meaning in the performance and added to the drama and aesthetic of the work, however they did not necessarily physically extend the dance itself. Whilst these examples arguably extend the visuality and form of costume beyond the traditional ergonomic rules of design for dance however semiotic language and the visual are favoured above embodied design strategies. Markstein’s experiments demonstrate a potential method of integrating ‘movement and design into to the whole composition’ by directing the performers to ‘always return to the visual field of observation’33 Conversely it is perhaps necessary for some fashion designers in these collaborations to more effectively engage with the movement and the responding bodies of the dancers to balance the visual dominance of clothing in some of these works. 
In this research my concerns extend beyond the visual and movement focused potential of dress in dance and to draw on the wider embodied potential of materials and forms through the collaborative experience of designer and dancer. There are examples in contemporary practice that begin to demonstrate the physical and experiential potential of costume beyond semiotic communication, where both the visuality and form of costume is employed to communicate to a performer elements of physical direction, intervention or narrative. Some of the most effective and integrated fashion and dance collaborations bring together the clothing, aesthetic, movement and the score. As can be seen in Alexander Mc Queen’s costume for Ennogata,34 Merce Cunningham and Rei Kawakubo’s collaboration on Scenario35and Issey Miyake’s costumes for William Forsythe.36 In these examples costume is questioned and becomes an active agent in the production of performance and communication through the body. This is most clearly illustrated in Rei Kawakubo's costume for Scenario, which extended and informed the movement and the performers’ response by challenging dance and the body itself. The costumes explored restriction and morphing of the body in dance through padded protrusions and bumps that redefined the body of the wearer informed by the designer’s S/S 1997 collection. Miyake’s work on the other hand promotes movement response and naturally lends itself to a dance due to the material properties and movement potential in his garments. His work is at its best when seen in movement as illustrated in his costumes for Loss of Small Detail, where his garments not only suggested movement but were specifically inspired by the dance, as opposed to being applied to it; talking of meeting with William Forsythe and the ballet Miyake said:
The variations in body shape and the dancing style of the dancers fascinated me, and I really wanted to make costumes for them, which I proposed. My idea was to demonstrate all of the specific advantages of the material from Pleats by making light weight costumes which would be able, spontaneously, to recover their original shape, and which the dancers would be able to jump, to fly.  37
Miyake is an example of a sensitive material driven approach to design for dance, in this example his costume complements the dance and draws from the movement as opposed to applying a directive to the dance through his design. 
Alexander Mc Queen’s costumes for Enogata were highly aesthetic and seemed to not only communicate semiotically rather they extend the visual narrative in the performance itself. Russell Maliphant said of the collaboration ‘McQueen’s knowledge of line, shape and form connected all the different elements of the work’38 Watching the performance it appeared that this went beyond a visual connectivity to include consideration of each dancer’s body, motivation and movement, extending communication physically with the dancers and subsequently their movement and or character through form and design. These examples demonstrate that fashion design and dance can work effectively as a cross-discipline collaboration. They share common ground in that both explore cutting edge contemporary communication, the construction of bodily narratives and contemporary themes and aesthetics. However the potential of clothing to inform movement and particularly the embodied reading by dancer and viewer is often overlooked in design for dance, whatever the discipline of the designer. As such costume becomes applied to dance as opposed to informing the more complex bodily narrative through the embodied response of the performer or indeed viewers. Interestingly in his design process for Enogata McQueen engaged directly with the performers bodies and the performance as it developed and this is highlighted by Maliphant’s comment in an interview about the collaboration where he says 
‘I will never forget the experience of him cutting and forming costumes on us directly, making something take shape out of a roll of fabric’39
This physical engagement and responsive dialogue between dancers and designer is critical and begins to extend the design process for dance. Beyond this the full complexity of the performers relationship to dress in movement has not been explored. 
Markstein illustrates that ‘if visual aspects are introduced early in a dance work’ there is potential for ‘scenographic unity’40 and her research demonstrates how the visual can be integrated into the production process.   Both Markstein and myself explore in different ways how scenographic aspects can be introduced at different stages in the making of performance, seeking ‘to utilise ‘the collective mind of all participants’.41 Where Markstein’s interest is in the development of ‘visual transaction as a method’42, my process seeks to develop performance in the physical and lived relationship between clothing and the body. There potential to trigger response and perception is heightened in their relationship to one another. Visuality of clothing is bound up in this complex relationship, however whilst clothing and dance could be described as visual disciplines, both also embrace temporality, expression, emotion, cognitive and sensory experience and processing. This offers developed opportunities for clothing design in contemporary dance.  There is potential develop methods that not only extend visual and physical integration but a more experiential and embodied response by drawing on the lived experience of all participants in the making of performance. This approach to design and performance generation is one of thinking and making ‘through the body’ as opposed to ‘for the body’.

3: The Clothed, Moving and Experiencing Body
Arthur Maria Steijn’s research extends an understanding of performance design ‘as a subcategory of spatial experience design’43 By looking at performance design through this lense he demonstrates the ‘important visual, spatial and narrative role’44 of motion graphics in contemporary performance design. By focusing performance design towards a spatial, experiential and visual experience Arthur Stein offers a way of beginning to understanding the ‘affect’ of design on the experience and perception of dancers and audiences. In this light costume in dance can be understood as both an experiential and spatial environment as well as a visual and narrative experience. Alwin Nikolias’s use of costume in dance from the mid 20th century demonstrates the complexity of abstracted bodily focus in the creation of ‘multi media spectacles’ that ‘truly integrate dance, music and design’ rejecting ‘what he viewed as modern dance’s preoccupation with self’.45 Much of his work employs costume and fabricated forms as a space for exploration of the dance.  By offering an experiential and visual reading that is open to interpretation he demonstrates the potential for an experiential engagement with images and meaning beyond narrative retelling, connecting to viewers and performers on a visual and experiential level.  The kinetic wearable body forms in Allegory (1959) and the sculptural stretch tubes in Masks Propos and Mobiles (1953) afford the illusion that the body is indistinguishable from the form. Tensile Involvement 1987 morphs the body and space where cloth creates an ever flexible environment and through lighting and sound the spectacle is extended into a rhythmic formation. It is the active engagement with clothing that brings the body and clothing into a whole. Mackrells illustrates this in her discussion of Nikolias’s talking of his focus on the motion as opposed to emotion saying that the ‘motion helps build images that are fraught with emotional connotations’ ‘they suggest rather than state meaning’.46 
My previous research, Emotion and Memory; Clothing the Body in Fashion and Performance has demonstrated that is not possible to communicate singular messages through dress to either wearer or viewer as embodied perception and experience is lived and perpetually in a state of flux. Meaning is abstracted and experienced through both visual and physical analysis. Sarah Adams discusses the ‘discrepancy between personal, embodied performances of dress and adornment, and external aesthetic appraisals’47 saying that ‘approaches that focus only on the body and its perceived semiotics frame the body as passive, as an object that simply receives culturally derived ornamentation’ by drawing on Bourdieu and Connerton she argues for an ‘embodied model that places the mind in the body’, which ‘frames the body as active’48 She extends these ideas to thinking about how movement can be ‘dictated through impositions of dress’ (p.110). 
‘if we then add the embodied experience to our semiotic analysis of adornment, we bridge the Cartesian split in our theoretical approaches and move towards a personal, more mindful body that acts and resists’49 
The way by which a performer or viewer reads and interprets is continually in dialogue, meanings are not fixed and are developed through and in the active engagement with the performing body. Girardin in her discussion of Leroy’s ‘performance lecture’ of Produits d’autres circonstances (2009) talks of performance being used to ‘set in motion processes through which images come to memory and are produced from both known and unknown elements’50 This ‘come and go between language and the body’ that Girardin speaks of is resonant when we consider clothing not only as a visual language but as an experiential language understood in movement. Clothing is a lived experience and it can trigger memory, past experience and presents new meaning in the moment of wearing in the present. This dialogue is active as reflected in Bolt’s discussion of the ‘performative act’ where there is ‘mutual reflection and transmutation between imaging and reality’ through which ‘the body becomes language rather than merely inscribed by language’51 
Here I return to Oskar Schlemmer’s Triadic Ballet (1922) that demonstrates the power of costume in the development of the dance as not only an active agent but as a generator of performance through design. In Mackrell’s reading of the Triadic Ballet ‘it is the costumes that dance’ and says that ‘Individual performers are transformed into objects and illusions’52 Whereas Mackrell’s comments suggest that the costume overpowers the self, here costume could be seen not only as an extension of the body but as part of the body in performance. Adams discusses how movement can be ‘dictated through impositions of dress’.53 However if we return to her comment of a ‘body that acts and resists’54 then we can understand that it is not only the costume creating the movement but the performers reaction to it in movement. Here costume can be seen as an active in its relationship to the body, the dance would not exist without the costume or the performers specific response to it.  
If the body is both the conceptual and physical instrument of meaning generation then we can see clothing as a tool or indeed as an extension of the body as opposed to an appendage or an imposition as Mackrell described. In the words of Warwick and Cavallaro ‘It could be argued that clothes are both part and not part of the body: being both attached and detachable from it’.54 Through this understanding the complexity of clothing’s relationship to the body starts to be uncovered.
‘Clothes are similarly describable as part of the subject and as objects for the subject, which are not accommodated within the body and yet can not be conceived of as totally separate from it’ 
55
We experience clothing through the body, it follows that by introducing cloth and clothing to the development of dance a greater potential for ideation and discovery may emerge. It can trigger a different response and potentially develop the dance. Whereas if introduced at the end of the choreographic process it can interrupt the learnt sequences at a point where there is no time to capitalise on this. However if clothing is introduced early in the process, as Markstein also favours, it can be developed in to the performance as a tool for development of movement response. As Bolt identifies;  
‘The praxical engagement with tools, materials and ideas produces its own kind of sight. Such knowing occurs at the level of hands and eyes and operates in a different register from the representational paradigm of I as subject in relation to mere object’
56
In my current project Drawing with the Body and Cloth, I investigate through practice and research the possibility for clothing to become an extension of the body not only in knowing and learning through sight and touch but through active thought and engagement. Bolt in her writing art practice says ‘handling and handlability, suggests that any attempt to separate the conceptual from the material is problematic’57 this offers developed opportunities for thinking about clothing design in performance. I explore physical interaction with clothing and the wider sensory and experiential aspects of wearing clothing in movement. Bolt’s discussion on the handling of ideas suggests that we can feel the relationship between materials and forms in different ways both physically and through haptic experience, conceptualisation and action, it follows that this is through both present as well as past bodily experience. It is this resonance of the designer, dancers body’s in relation to cloth and clothing that affords scope for further exploration in this research.  
Martha Graham’s performance of Lamentation (1930), where she worked with a stretch fabricated wearable form to develop the dance, demonstrates the direct relationship and cause and effect relations between cloth and the body in motion. Johnstone effectively describes this as ‘dynamic congruity’, discussing the relationship between movement dynamics, image and human feeling in the way that ‘The bodily drama of grief is etched kinetically into the moving fabric as it is visibly animated by every move of the moving body within’.58 This idea of dynamic congruity demonstrates a seamless coming together of clothing and the body as performance, however in this example the relationship to dress is more complex.  As Johnstone continues to explain ‘we don't see a story of grief’ rather ‘its felt form’,59 this lack of direct narrative and the focus on the felt experience through not only the form of the cloth but through the interrelation of body and cloth is interpreted in a dynamic interchange in the development of the dance itself. Here the physical and visual form of the clothing has become implicit to the movement, feelings and accentuates movement and messages. 
Graham’s ‘felt experience’ here becomes a means of extending her movement in and through materials and movement.  As Johnstone argues ‘thinking in movement is thus clearly not the work of a symbol making body…. it is the work of an existentially resonant body’.60 If clothing is understood primarily through its relationship to the body of the designer, wearer and viewer it is not only possible to integrate the visual into the development of performance but also to develop embodied methodology’s that draw on the intimate relationship between the body and dress in and through their active and moving relationship. In the example of Lamentation the sensory and haptic potential of clothing begins to emerge in the way the fabric stretches and provides a physical reaction as a restraint to the body but also in how it informs the emotional and cognitive condition of the performer. 
The potential to move away from symbolism and purely visual design strategies for costume in performance is significant. By understanding that clothing can not only dictate movement and responses either symbolised or experienced through dress but can also encourage cognitive processing, recollection through sensory engagement and sensory memory, then the potential for communication in design for dance opens up. Johnstone states that unlike clothing ‘Movement is not sensational’ rather it is ‘dynamically felt temporal phenomenon’ unlike the ‘touching’ and ‘touched hand’61 If we understand the unified body as both physical body and mind, I suggest that by introducing clothing into movement, or more accurately ‘action’, sensory experience can be heightened. 
Moving and feeling can be understood as about discovery and experience, we learn in and through action whether the process of making, wearing or performing. As Bolt says ‘In the heat of practice, the body has the potential to become language and the work may take on a life of its own. Through this process, the outside world enters the work and the work casts its effects back into the world. We are quite literally moved’.62 Clothing also comes to life in movement transforming from a recognisable material object ‘a garment’ to a dynamic and resonant form in and through its relationship to the body. Like Pnina Porter perspective on food, clothing is; 
‘alive, figurative, and sensory. It employs strategies of meaningful social, political and cultural positioning and although it reaches far beyond linguistic boundaries, can be developed as a metaphoric and analytical tool’ 63 
Clothing is of the body and experience, perception and action, it contributes to our reading, reaction, feeling and responses to it. It offers active participants in the development of performance the opportunity to read, experience and develop meaning through the body’s relationship to cloth and dress and can also enable not just audiences but those involved in the production of performance as Porter posits to ‘gain creative involvement, resourceful cognition and reflective perception’.64 It is in this way that my current research seeks to engage designer and dancer in simultaneous generation and production of clothing and performance through an iterative, embodied and experiential methodology and subsequently to connect with viewers on this level. 

4. Drawing with and through the Body
	To develop design approaches for costume in contemporary dance it is necessary to address the holistic performative body; the clothed, performing, perceived and perceiving body of both the designer and the performer. Dance and clothing design for performance are about movement and emotion and, as I have suggested elsewhere, emotion and memory are imbued in clothing and can be communicated through clothing when worn and experienced in movement.65 John Lutterbie says that thought and emotion are ‘inextricably linked’ saying that ‘thought gives rise to emotion, but emotion also gives rise to and directs rational thought by encouraging consideration of phenomenal experience’ 66 It is in this cyclical and embodied discourse and the fact that ‘emotion permeates cognitive processes’67 meaning that thought and feeling are combined and this is particularly so in the creative process.  Movement and lived experience of the body extends the complexity of this dynamic as Sheets Johnstone says ‘movement and perception’ are also ‘seamlessly interwoven’68 and this places the focus on what happens in and through the process of moving. It follows that if we think of drawing ‘primarily a form of moving’69 or as David Kirsh describes sketching as ‘a mode of thinking with our bodies’70 we can start to connect the process of designing and making clothing and performance as an active thinking process. 
 	By thinking through drawing I have been able to explore physical, cognitive, experiential and emotional significance drawn from a particular painting as the instigator of costume, performance and dance development. Drawing is approached as a thinking practice where between the designer and the dancer, through cloth and movement, meaning is made. John Luttherbie talks of ‘Convergence Zones’ in the brain ‘and the fact they ‘may be used to process texture/touch and surface/ vision perceptions’, suggesting that our ability to predict the texture of a surface is possible because of the ‘proximity of neurons associated with tactility and vision’ he goes on to suggest that memories of how something like a fabric feels can be generated through looking71 This approach suggests that the images, memories and suggestions in the painting can be re-embodied through movement, materials and form.
	Within this research I have worked as a designer directly with a dancer (Fukiko Takase from Wayne Mc Greggor’s Random Dance Company) to expose the potential of an integrated methodology that uses the site of the dancer and designer’s body as the catalyst for interpreting the emotional, visual and physical messages within a painting at the National Gallery. The painting was the starting point for discussion functioning as a catalyst for the work, however by breaking away from traditional notions of narrative or symbolism we have been able to focus on embodied experience as a method of ideation.  The focus was on how the sensory, experiential and engaged bodily reading of all participants in the making of performance can be developed through simultaneous development of clothing design and performance. It questioned how design, movement and meaning could grow together to extend the total artwork in a non-hierarchical development process. I consider this approach as a type of drawing or sketching, as Anita Taylor suggests drawing can be ‘generative, transformative or performative’72  this echoes the process of design in both 2D and 3D. ‘Designing’ is in itself an active term and is by its very nature performative, developmental and questioning. 
	The process of creating visual work for performance and particularly clothing design is inevitably informed by the lived experience of the body of the designer and dancer. Clothes are of and for bodies and are experienced, not only emotionally, cognitively and visually but physically, through our wider senses and in and through movement.  Lutterbie suggests that ‘Sensory information from different parts of the body found in the proximate areas of the cerebellum allows for a more complex understanding of experience than would be possible if taste were experienced without the visual, tactile, and kinaesthetic components’.73 Clothing is experienced by wearers in a similar way and designing and making clothing involves thinking and haptic exploration of ideas through materials and the body, it is about feelings, memories, emotions and kinesthetic relationships, not solely about representation and interpretation. This approach to design moves beyond visual metaphors and application of semiotic codes towards an exploration of meaning through bodily understanding of the artist/designer and dancer.
	Similarly to Bolt Terry Rosenberg believes that ‘As much as the hand enters thinking, thinking can be of the hand’.74  I extend this concept to the body and suggest that clothing design and the choreographic process can be seen as a form of physical drawing process. Deanna Petherbridge discusses the ‘irresolute status’ of drawing saying that it is ‘neither entirely medium nor message’.75 If designing and drawing are not restricted to the 2D surface and are understood through the physical activity of making drawing as opposed to the that is left on the paper then drawing like clothing, could be considered as not only a tool in the design process but as a means of developing costume and choreography by drawing with the body and cloth in the site of the body. This approach has been applied to my practice in this research where the experiencing and viewing bodies of both designer and performer are in a continual physical, visual and experiential dialogue in the development of the work. 
	This approach to design development challenges traditional notions of narrative, usually understood as a constructive and sequential, and focuses on an experiential, developmental and iterative process. Terry Rosenberg discusses ‘Ideational drawing’ as an ‘innovatory space’ functioning to ‘cause vibrations working across relations of ground and background, form and anti form, known and unknown, linking objects and spaces in new relationships and configurations’ allowing the artist to explore through drawing ‘if this were to be- what then?76 This idea suggests a way of interpreting the relationship between bodily knowledge, experience, design and performance processes. John Lutterbie goes beyond this to link the intellectual approach of pre selection and decision making with the emotional and experiential as ‘what is perceived in doing’ and similarly discusses the ‘deferral of decision making and openness to wider variety of stimulation’,77 he demonstrates that thinking and decisions are made through and in the active process and in relation to the devised performance process. 
	This devised approach can be applied as much to the design and production process for costume as to the creation of performance. Lutterbie discusses the process of the performer, Espada-Santos, within this framework. She begins from images generated in response to a text or character and then alone ‘begins to move’ and this generates more images. As he describes ‘she attends to the feelings and images that arise from the physical experience of moving’ she responds to the sensory aspects and explores the subconscious associations that develop as opposed to seeking meaning ‘the feelings that are evoked allowing them to spur the next emotion and to underscore the next association’78 Lutterbie interprets this as a feedback loop-from movement to image to feeling to movement’. However in the way that Ideational drawing is never complete and is a continual process a point comes where decisions are made as the images and actions clarify themselves through the process in the lived and experienced moment, where cognition combines with emotion, feeling and experience. This iterative process forms a dialogue between image, physical and sensory experience in action and can be likened to drawing as both a haptic, experiential and thinking process. Here process is elevated above product in much the same way Giardian illustrates in her discussion of the performances of Xavier Leroy that tend ‘to avoid fixity and, by that, puts into question the idea that process necessarily amounts, or rather has to amount to form’79 Through this method form may emerge through the process however it may not be visual or solid, rather a form that is interpretive or transformative.


   
Fig1: A Detail from The Tempest by Peder Balke, about 1862. © J.Bugg
Fig 2: Dancer in Improvisation session at The National Gallery. © J.Bugg

    
Fig 3 Documentary shots of the Grey Waves dress and performance in development, J.Bugg 2012 © Marc Craig

5 Methodology: Drawing with the Body and Cloth 
The methodology for clothing design and performance within this project explored the potential to evolve garment design and movement as a fully integrated and iterative practice. This has been approached by understanding the methodology for design and performance as a type of 3D drawing or sketching in space and time with the body and cloth. This approach moves beyond visual metaphors and application of semiotic codes and away from suggested narratives or intentions designed into garments to which performers respond and interpret meaning and movement. By applying the ideas of Sheets Johnstone were she talks about the improvisation process in dance and ‘thinking in movement’ being ‘the incarnation of creativity as process’ where no ‘artistic product exists in advance or in arrears’80 the intention is to move away from introducing costume to performance and to focus on developing it through the performative action of making. The ambition of the methodology was to facilitate an exploration and development of meaning, form and movement through the bodily understanding of the designer and dancer through their lived experience.
Through this method ideas are translated and developed between designer and dancer in the form of words, movements, materials and forms that integrate sensory, experiential perception and physical responses of both participants. The methodology seeks to remove the separation between material form, the body and movement. Facilitating sensory, experiential and engaged bodily reading and sketching of designer and dancer to enable movement, meaning and clothing to grow together to extend the total work in a non-hierarchical development process. The work was developed through a series of improvisational sessions in the gallery each followed by a visual and verbal recorded interview addressing how the dancer and designer felt and what they did in the moment of making and responding, this information was then used to inform the next stage of the project. To avoid a purely visual interpretation and response both visual and physical analysis as well as the experiential and sensory aspects of the drawing process were captured. 
	In the first session a dialogue was formed about the painting through words, images and our physical responses. Responses draw on visual, emotional and experiential knowledge translated into words, sketches, notes and movement, both responding to what we feel, see, experience and remember in drawing meaning from the painting. Whilst initially responses tended towards visual unpacking of the painting to its constructing elements such as water, birds, boats and stormy skies, ideas began to become more engaged and developed.  The dancer began to find meanings through her responses, starting to connect to connect elements and ideas unpacking them through her responses. As a designer I began by exploring conceptual and visual responses to the painting and the relationship of the body to the elements analysing and recording experiential readings between the painting and the dancer’s movements. Shared ideas began to emerge through our conceptual and physical responses in the space and were developed in recorded conversations after the session. 
Through content analysis of the data that emerged from the transcribed interviews and video footage reoccurring themes and movements began to emerge such balance, gravity, blowing, soaring, rhythm, crescendo, emotion, exhilaration, wind blown, swooping, flight, loss of control, movement traces, instability, deconstruction and interruption. Analysing and reviewing footage and drawing on these experiences informed development of initial garment forms.  In the second ‘drawing’ session in the gallery forms and materials were introduced in improvisation and the painting increasingly became less important. We both responded to the intervention of materials in the process and worked from analysis of previous footage and experience. In the previous session she had largely explored embodied aspects of the painting such as the way a wave or a bird could be interpreted through movement. However this time both the dancer and myself became involved with sensory engagement with the clothing forms that had in turn been developed from our shared physical and recorded responses. 
	The sound and weight of the initial form of Tempest Dress became particularly important as this extended movement and ideas we had developed in the first session. The garment and movement explored particular aspects of a storm and this was developed in the iterative process of movement and response. The dancer became aware that by controlling the fabric she could change the sound the garment made and develop the performance and in turn this informed the cut of the garment. Through the addition of fabric in particular areas we were able to extend the sound that it made, the way that it moved the body and to extend the body into its surrounding space.  This enhanced the visual and physical motion and the traces of the movement reflecting our interpretations of a tempest. 
	The second garment responded to ideas of movement of water, balance and flight, this garment initially gained the response from the dancer that it was light, beautiful and made her feel sensual. This seemed to restrict her willingness to push and develop the garment as part of the movement, this lead us to investigate aspects tension and balance by weighting the garment to affect a more physical response. These experiments led to development of the form and the introduction of a more robust structure and one that enabled the dancer to explore the tactility and drape of the fabric in relation to the body. The visual aspects of both garments increasingly became less important as we started to develop the performance through their physical potential in movement. 
	Two garments were developed through the research as and through performance. The Tempest Dress and performance seeks to embody the feelings sounds and experience of a tempest at sea. It is drawn from an investigation of the rhythm and passion of a storm, as opposed to the look of a storm, it draws on the atmosphere, scale, feeling, emotion and sound of the elements in contrast to one another and its affect on the body.  This was not only informed by the improvisational sessions but inspired by the development of the movement and the garment. The Grey Waves Dress and performance explores movement derived from ideas of balance and the movement of birds in the air and on water. It re embodies elements of the painting, particularly the surface tensions and movement of water and waves in relation to the wind, changing velocities and the body. 
	The live performance was developed between the dancer and the designer and was performed live at a National Gallery Friday Late event where the audience could feel, hear and ultimately connect with the movement of the garments. A short film was created in collaboration with filmmaker Tim Keeling and musician Stephan Packe and this also became part of the live performance where ideas of drawing and timelessness were used to heighten the concept. 

    

Fig 4 Grey Wave documentary shots from the film shoot. ©  Roy James Shakespeare 2013

6: The Live and the Lenze 
Originally the research was focused on live performance however through the process of this project the camera that had been documenting the process became more important. The film maker through the process of documentation and analysis of recorded discussions with the myself as the designer and the dancer was able to join the drawing process and by the third session he was also active in the discussion of the movement, experience, image and interpretation and development of the work. Sound, lighting and perspective became more important as the project developed as we discussed the potential of different lighting setups, locations and camera angles. The intention was always to develop a film from the footage however we increasingly realised the potential of exploring the relationship between the live and the filmic image and the editing process as a form of drawing.
Mackrell states that watching dance on film is a very un physical experience’81 and argues this is because the dance is taking place in an entirely different environment’. However as I have discussed images, movement and clothing connect to feeling and memory through lived experience and can be re embodied. In the way the dancer first began to re embody the painting in the first session in the gallery, the audience is encouraged to re embody their own experiences in viewing. Sarah Adams illuminates the potential of this approach saying that garments particularly can be remembered through the body affecting the way the body behaves even when they are not present. She talks of 
‘embodied analysis of personal adornment requires imagining yourself into another’s skin and discusses how this can bridge the chasm between mind and body focused models, between docile and active bodies, between those who wear these adornments and those who analyse them from the outside’82 
Our challenge was to produce a film that did justice to the experience of the performance in live time whilst being true to the experimental and embodied methodology. The film was drawn through an iterative process of ideation and experiential communication. Naomi Rokotnitz identifies ‘human brains do not strictly speaking produce meaning; but ‘systems of implications’83 and that these differ between individuals. The development of the work and analysis of the data within this project has demonstrated that experience and understanding of the clothed body is ‘formed by active, creative- and thus personal-participation’84and meaning is generated not from a fixed reading or interpretation but thorough action and between bodies. This approach was applied to the making of the film by drawing on analysis of the footage and recorded conversations between designer and dancer and through a developed conversational and collaborative process with myself, the film maker and composer. 
The film aimed to retain the open and experiential approach avoiding direct narrative, to encourage viewers to engage from their own perspective and experience, between the abstracted concepts, movements and images. As the Director and editor said; ‘For the viewer, it's important that there are thought-provoking patterns’ and the film sought to‘provide windows into the rich narrative tapestry that has both happened and is happening during the dance between Fukiko, Jessica and the garments’.85 The film itself seeks to be experiential and to encourage dialogue between current and past experience in the moment of viewing, it is as the film maker put it ‘In constant flux; chaotic elements acting on and off the body and cloth, in the mind and in the garment’, where he describes there is a merging and dialogue between ‘dancer & dress, conscious & subconscious, intention & result, live performance & documentation’86. The film was shot on Green screen with three cameras to place it outside of a specific place, time or particular perspective, emphasizing the relationship between clothing, body and movement.  The edit itself could be likened to a further drawing and choreographic process with the footage. I worked with the director on the edit of the film, selecting movement sequences in relation to the findings of the research.
The film extends the concept of drawing in the relationship between the live performance and the film with its specifically designed soundscape that translates the movement sound of the actual garment into harmonics that combine with the real time sound. It was shot, edited and translated through the idea of drawing and through our shared embodied translations of the painting and the work and ideas developed through the project. The film becomes a conclusion whereas the live performance changes in each iteration in response to the context and in its relationship to the film when they are shown together. 

  

  
Fig 5 Tempest Dress film stills from Drawing with the Body and Cloth 2013 
© Jessica Bugg.

5 Towards Conclusions
Clothing is both representational and of the body and it has been discussed in this chapter as a complex bodily experience that operates in a continual state of flux in and through experience. As such it can be seen as a unique but unfixed agent that can connect participants in and through performance. Materiality and form are experienced through the body, which enables clothing to resonate visually, physically, cognitively, sensorialy and emotionally in the context of the body and between bodies. It offers opportunity for social and personal experiences as well as forming a bridge between past and present experience. Clothes and bodies are lived and experienced and clothes can be seen as both a tool and extension of the body and in action can inseparable from the body and its meaning. 
When costume is applied to dance it can become separated from the body and the movement, curtailing its potential for meaning making.  In this research the disconnect between costume and dance has been challenged through live time collaboration between a designer and dancer. By looking beyond traditional hierarchical design and choreographic process and by thinking through drawing it has been possible to extended the potential to communicate and through an active, felt and experiential methodology. By drawing with the body and cloth and through the dynamic body, movement, form, image and meaning have been generated. Here clothing and performance are developed simultaneously and in dialogue with one another. Ideas have been made, re made, re experienced and re worked, until they are presented as a holistic work in which the body, cloth and communication become one.  Through the film87 and live performance this is then redrawn in the experience of the viewer.
 In this moving and experiential dialogue between dancer and designer, materials and movement, clothing becomes more than an object or a tool it is  active as part of the body in movement. It forms an experiential connection between dancer and designer, body and mind, moving and sensing, in and through the dynamic of the creative process. Clothing and performance as an integrated practice are developed from and through the body. In this way clothing can become an active agent in connecting visual, physical, cognitive and sensory experience and this suggests ways of developing costume design and movement as a more integrated practice in contemporary dance.
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